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ABSTRACT
BL Lac was observed in the V and R bands on 11 nights in 1997 July during a major optical out-

burst. It varied continuously, exhibiting nightly variations ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 mag. Over the course
of the 11 nights, BL Lac was seen to vary by 1.8 R magnitudes. Color variations were also observed,
with BL Lac becoming bluer as it brightened. The inÑuence of variable seeing conditions on the
observed variations was investigated. No correlation was found between the observed microvariability
and the local seeing conditions.
Key words : BL Lacertae objects : general È BL Lacertae objects : individual (BL Lacertae) È

galaxies : photometry
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BL L acertae
BL Lacertae is the prototype for a class of active galactic

nuclei (AGNs) having nonthermal spectral energy distribu-
tions with weak or undetectable emission lines (EW \ 5 A� ;
Stickel, Fried, & 1993), strong, variable polarizedKu� hr
emission, and highly variable continuum emission at all
wavelengths (Angel & Stockman 1980). In the spring of
1995, Vermeulen et al. (1995a, 1995b) detected a broad Ha
line in BL Lac with EW [ 5 confusing its classiÐcation.A� ,
This, however, does not alter its classiÐcation as a blazar.
Blazars, a class made up of optically violent variable
quasars, high-polarization quasars, and BL Lac objects
(Impey 1987), share a number of interesting properties. A
blazarÏs highly polarized continuum varies rapidly in Ñux
and polarization (Angel & Stockman 1980 ; Impey & Neu-
gebaur 1988). In addition, blazars are compact, Ñat-
spectrum radio sources, often exhibiting apparent
superluminal motion (Impey 1987). These characteristics
are usually attributed to synchrotron emission from a rela-
tivistic jet with its jet axis oriented at small angles to the
observerÏs line of sight.

1.2. L ong-Term L ight Curve
Originally classiÐed as a variable star (hence its variable-

star moniker), BL Lac has been observed at optical wave-
lengths for over 100 years. Its long-term optical light curve,
compiled by Webb et al. (1988) and, more recently, by Fan
et al. (1998), shows very rapid Ñares of amplitude 1È2 mag
occurring repeatedly prior to 1982, at which time it appears
to have undergone a marked change in behavior. Since
1982, relatively few Ñaring events were superposed on its
slowly varying light curve. Observations by Bai et al. (1999)
and Maesano et al. (1997) showed it to be fairly faint and
relatively stable in 1995 and 1996. Then, in 1997 May, BL
Lac brightened dramatically (Noble et al. 1997). The pleth-
ora of observations that followed showed erratic Ñaring
activity reminiscent of its behavior before 1982. Today, the
widespread use of CCD technology allows much more com-

plete temporal coverage of the rapidly varying source at
optical wavelengths than was possible before 1982. Numer-
ous observers targeted BL Lac at a variety of wavelengths
during the summer (including Bloom et al. 1997 ; Madejski
et al. 1999 ; Massaro et al. 1998 ; Nesci et al. 1998 ; Speziali &
Natali 1997 ; Webb et al. 1998), many monitoring this
source for microvariability.

1.3. Microvariability
Microvariability, also known as intraday variability, has

been deÐned as rapid Ñux variations with timescales signiÐ-
cantly shorter than a day (Miller, Carini, & Goodrich 1989).
These Ñux variations may be discrete events or part of a
longer timescale trend (Carini et al. 1992). Speculation on
the mechanism responsible for microvariability has
included interstellar scintillation, superluminal micro-
lensing, hot spots on an accretion disk surrounding the
nucleus, and various jet models (Gopal-Krishna, Sagar, &
Wiita 1993 and references therein).

The presence of microvariability in BL Lac was reported
as early as 1970 (Racine 1970 ; Tritton & Bret 1970), with
variations of up to 0.1 mag hr~1 reported. Further com-
pelling evidence of microvariability in BL Lac was present-
ed by Miller et al. (1989). In their study, repeated short
exposures were made of BL Lac over the course of a night,
revealing unmistakable small-amplitude variations of up to
D 0.8 mag with timescales of 1È2 hr.

In this paper, multiband (V and R) microvariability
observations of BL Lac during the summer of 1997 are
examined.

2. OBSERVATIONS

Following initial reports of its outburst, BL Lac was
observed on 11 nights in 1997 July. Observations were
made at the Newtonian focus of the 0.76 m (30 inch) tele-
scope at the University of FloridaÏs Rosemary Hill Obser-
vatory (RHO) in Bronson, Florida. The detector was a
Photometrics Star-1 CCD camera. When set up for use with
the CCD, the e†ective focal ratio is f/5.01. BL Lac and four
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TABLE 1

INFORMATION FOR THE FOUR COMPARISON STARS OF SMITH ET AL. 1985

Smith et al. 1985
Star Star V *V R *R V [R *(V [R)

C1 . . . . . . B 12.78 0.04 11.93 0.05 0.87 0.09
C2 . . . . . . C 14.19 0.03 13.69 0.03 0.50 0.06
C3 . . . . . . K 15.44 0.03 14.88 0.05 0.56 0.08
C4 . . . . . . H 14.31 0.05 13.60 0.03 0.71 0.10

comparison stars were imaged simultaneously on the Star-1
cameraÏs 11@50@@] 7@50@@ Ðeld. Exposures were made alter-
nately through Johnson V and Cousins R Ðlters. In all, 299
exposures were made, 147 in V and 152 in R. Typical expo-
sure times were 180 s through the V Ðlter and 40 s through
the R Ðlter. Exposures were longer when BL Lac was
fainter, up to 360 s for V exposures and 60 s for R expo-
sures.

3. DATA REDUCTION

After the e†ects of the bias o†set, thermal noise, and the
nonuniform sensitivity of the pixels were removed from
each CCD frame, magnitudes were measured using the

aperture photometry tool of the MIRA AP 5.0 software
package. With this tool, the counts within an aperture cen-
tered on the object are compared with the counts within an
annulus on the sky surrounding the aperture. After testing a
number of aperture sizes, we used an aperture with a 5 pixel
radius (1 pixel The sky annulus extended from 5 to\ 1A.23).
10 pixels from the object centroid.

The four comparison stars of Smith et al. (1985) were
used, one as a comparison star for determining the sky
value for each exposure, and the other three as check stars
to indicate the uncertainty in the measured magnitudes.
Table 1 lists the designations used in this paper for these

TABLE 2A

NIGHTLY AND OVERALL MEAN V MAGNITUDES FOR BL LACERTAE AND THE CHECK STARS, WITH THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS (p
V
)a

BL LAC C2 C3 C4

NIGHT NUMBER V p
V

Vmin Vmax V p
V

V p
V

V p
V

Jul 3 . . . . . . . . 11 14.764 0.054 14.673 14.816 14.157 0.006 15.464 0.026 14.316 0.009
Jul 4 . . . . . . . . 15 14.809 0.134 14.534 14.966 14.162 0.012 15.486 0.020 14.339 0.010
Jul 10 . . . . . . 4 14.676 0.140 14.539 14.869 14.152 0.044 15.518 0.270 14.374 0.178
Jul 14 . . . . . . 15 13.929 0.078 13.796 14.054 14.162 0.008 15.489 0.022 14.328 0.011
Jul 15 . . . . . . 27 14.433 0.308 14.353 14.490 14.163 0.011 15.482 0.020 14.335 0.011
Jul 16 . . . . . . 14 14.202 0.102 14.074 14.397 14.161 0.015 15.452 0.033 14.311 0.012
Jul 23 . . . . . . 1 14.085 (0.353) . . . . . . 14.554 (0.393) 15.945 (0.477) 14.515 (0.190)
Jul 24 . . . . . . 13 14.265 0.062 14.065 14.254 14.166 0.016 15.470 0.056 14.327 0.021
Jul 25 . . . . . . 9 13.851 0.018 13.826 13.880 14.161 0.011 15.475 0.031 14.318 0.015
Jul 29 . . . . . . 38 13.509 0.164 13.304 13.854 14.157 0.013 15.449 0.030 14.320 0.016
All . . . . . . . . . . 147 14.129 0.473 13.304 14.966 14.163 0.035 15.473 0.065 14.327 0.035
Goodb . . . . . . 142 14.114 0.472 13.304 14.966 14.161 0.012 15.468 0.033 14.325 0.016

a Values in parentheses for the check stars are absolute deviations from their overall means. For BL Lac, values in parentheses are the
mean absolute deviations of the check stars for the night.

b Excludes data from July 10 and 23.

TABLE 2B

NIGHTLY AND OVERALL MEAN R MAGNITUDES FOR BL LACERTAE AND THE CHECK STARS, WITH THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS (p
R
)a

BL LAC C2 C3 C4

NIGHT NUMBER R p
R

Rmin Rmax R p
R

R p
R

R p
R

Jul 3 . . . . . . . . 13 14.102 0.052 14.008 14.162 13.727 0.024 15.046 0.032 13.675 0.022
Jul 4 . . . . . . . . 15 14.167 0.131 13.924 14.321 13.738 0.009 15.074 0.026 13.693 0.011
Jul 8 . . . . . . . . 1 12.508 (0.072) . . . . . . 13.806 (0.081) 15.117 (0.061) 13.755 (0.074)
Jul 10 . . . . . . 5 14.140 0.084 14.054 14.252 13.790 0.135 14.957 0.149 13.760 0.149
Jul 14 . . . . . . 15 13.334 0.068 13.210 13.473 13.726 0.013 15.058 0.043 13.678 0.009
Jul 15 . . . . . . 27 13.837 0.035 13.770 13.887 13.730 0.013 15.059 0.035 13.696 0.012
Jul 16 . . . . . . 14 13.608 0.093 13.474 13.781 13.732 0.017 15.057 0.092 13.674 0.011
Jul 23 . . . . . . 1 13.260 (0.010) . . . . . . 13.726 (0.001) 15.085 (0.029) 13.678 (0.003)
Jul 24 . . . . . . 13 13.558 0.054 13.490 13.653 13.729 0.020 15.056 0.055 13.677 0.022
Jul 25 . . . . . . 10 13.249 0.030 13.216 13.319 13.718 0.008 15.051 0.046 13.675 0.017
Jul 29 . . . . . . 38 12.955 0.154 12.741 13.276 13.712 0.015 15.048 0.046 13.674 0.021
All . . . . . . . . . . 152 13.536 0.455 12.508 14.321 13.727 0.031 15.053 0.056 13.684 0.034
Goodb . . . . . . 145 13.524 0.443 12.741 14.321 13.725 0.017 15.056 0.048 13.681 0.019

a Values in parentheses are described in Table 2A.
b Excludes data from July 8, 10, and 23.
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stars, along with the Smith et al. (1985) designations, V and
R magnitudes, V [R colors, and uncertainties in the magni-
tudes and colors. The sky value was determined for each
observation by requiring the magnitude of the comparison
star to be equal to its value as given by Smith et al. (1985).
Using this sky value, the magnitudes of BL Lac and the
three check stars were then determined. Comparison star
C1 was used as the comparison star for determining the sky
value, because it was the brightest of the four and thus had
the best signal-to-noise ratio (S/N D 40 typically). Because
of the calibration procedure used, the standard deviation of
the comparison star is, by design, equal to zero. The stan-
dard deviations of the check stars then give a measure of the
uncertainty in the magnitudes obtained for BL Lac. The
mean magnitudes and standard deviations for BL Lac and
the three check stars are given in Table 2 for each night of
observations, as well as for the overall data set. The
minimum and maximum magnitudes of BL Lac are also
given. Examination of Table 2 indicates that the uncertainty
in BL LacÏs measured magnitude is typically less than 0.02,
though it is somewhat larger (0.02È0.03) when BL Lac is
fainter.

4. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

4.1. Characteristics of the L ight Curve
The light curve for BL Lac showing the 11 nights of

observations is plotted in Figure 1. The tabular form of
these data, Table 3, gives the times and the V and R magni-
tudes of BL Lac and the three check stars. In Figure 1, the V
and R magnitudes of BL Lac are shown, as are the V and R
magnitudes of check star C2. The scatter of the magnitudes
of check star C2, as well as that of the other check stars (see
Table 2), gives an indication of the uncertainty in the mea-
sured magnitudes of BL Lac.

BL Lac varied each night multiple observations were
made through a given Ðlter. For a period of D1.3 hr on July
29, BL Lac brightened at a rate of 0.294 R mag hr~1 (0.297
V mag hr~1). This is among the fastest variations reported
for BL Lac. On most nights, complete Ñaring events were

FIG. 1.ÈLight curves for BL Lac (top) and for check star C2 (bottom). V
magnitudes are shown as open circles, R magnitudes as Ðlled circles. A
constant (2.037) has been added to the V and R magnitudes of C2 for
display purposes. The scatter in the magnitude of C2 (p

V
\ 0.012, p

R
\

0.017) is indicative of the uncertainty in the magnitude of BL Lac. The time
axis has been compressed to allow small-timescale variations to be seen.
Tickmarks along the time axis are 0.05 days, or 1.2 hr, apart.

TABLE 3A

V MAGNITUDES OF BL LAC, THE COMPARISON STAR (C1), AND THE

CHECK STARS (C2, C3 AND C4) AS A FUNCTION OF TIME

Day of Year
(UT) V (BL Lac) V (C1) V (C2) V (C3) V (C4)

184.25486 . . . . . . 14.732 12.780 14.151 15.508 14.315
184.28750 . . . . . . 14.810 12.780 14.166 15.468 14.312
184.29930 . . . . . . 14.803 12.780 14.159 15.458 14.325
184.30764 . . . . . . 14.816 12.780 14.155 15.436 14.313
184.31597 . . . . . . 14.816 12.780 14.161 15.432 14.307

NOTEÈTable 3A is presented in its entirety in the electronic edition of
the Astronomical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding
its form and content.

not detected. Instead, BL Lac would either fade throughout
the night (July 4 and 14) or brighten throughout the night
(July 10, 16, 24, and 25). On two nights (July 3 and 15), BL
Lac faded slightly and then brightened. In some cases,
small-amplitude events (D0.1ÈD0.2 mag) of short duration
(D0.5ÈD1.0 hr) were superposed on the nightly trends (July
4, 14, 15, and 29). During the longest night of observing
(July 29), multiple events were detected, with BL Lac bright-
ening at one point to R\ 12.741 and V \ 13.304. The faint-
est state during the observing run occurred on July 4, when
BL Lac dimmed to R\ 14.321 and V \ 14.966. It was at its
brightest observed state on July 8, when it was detected at
R\ 12.508. Unfortunately, on this night the CCD window
fogged over and only one observation could be made (the
big Ðsh that got away). The measured magnitude for this
observation is therefore less reliable than that for other
nights. The uncertainty of this observation is estimated to
be D0.1, because the check stars were all within 0.1 mag of
their mean R magnitudes.

4.2. Color Variations
The V and R light curves varied synchronously within

the uncertainty in the time. (The time between V and R
exposures was, typically, D5.5 minutes.) However, the
amplitudes of the V and R variations were not equal, and
thus BL Lac exhibited color variations. Before the V [R
colors were computed, the V magnitudes of BL Lac were
interpolated (or extrapolated, if the Ðrst or last of the night)
to the times of the R exposures. Figure 2 shows the colors of
BL Lac and check star C2 versus time. The magnitudes of
check star C2 are o†set in Figure 2 by a constant amount, in
order to enable their display with BL LacÏs data. The scatter
in the colors of the check stars gives an indication of the
uncertainty in the computed colors for BL Lac. The mean

TABLE 3B

R MAGNITUDES OF BL LACERTAE, THE COMPARISON STAR (C1), AND THE

CHECK STARS (C2, C3 AND C4) AS A FUNCTION OF TIME

Day of Year
(UT) R(BL Lac) R(C1) R(C2) R(C3) R(C4)

184.26041 . . . . . . 14.008 11.930 13.663 14.986 13.607
184.26458 . . . . . . 14.100 11.930 13.722 15.062 13.678
184.26736 . . . . . . 14.102 11.930 13.732 15.054 13.681
184.29166 . . . . . . 14.151 11.930 13.706 15.060 13.681
184.30277 . . . . . . 14.162 11.930 13.731 15.032 13.694

NOTEÈTable 3B is presented in its entirety in the electronic edition of
the Astronomical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding
its form and content.
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FIG. 2.ÈThe V [R color of BL Lac (top) and check star C2 (bottom)
versus time. A constant (0.4) has been added to the V [R color of C2 for
display purposes. The scatter in the color of C2 is indicative(p

V~R
\ 0.017)

of the uncertainty in the color of BL Lac. represents the V magnitudesVintinterpolated (or extrapolated, if the Ðrst or last of the night) to the times of
the R exposures. The time axis is plotted as in Fig. 1 for ease of comparison
with the light curves.

colors and the standard deviations in the colors of BL Lac
and the three check stars are given in Table 4. The scatter in
the magnitudes of check star C2, quantiÐed in Table 4 along
with the scatter for the other comparison stars, indicates
that the uncertainty in the V [R color of BL Lac is D0.02
mag. Comparison of the color variations for BL Lac in
Figure 2 with the magnitude variations in Figure 1 shows
that BL Lac became bluer as it brightened. (Similar results
are obtained when V [R colors are computed using R mag-
nitudes interpolated to the times of the V exposures.) This
correlation certainly applies to the night-to-night varia-
tions, but it also may apply to variations within a given
night for some nights. (Note especially the data for July 14
and 29.) On July 14, for example, BL Lac became redder as
it faded throughout the night.

Figure 3 illustrates the color-magnitude relationship for
BL Lac more directly. Here the V [R color of BL Lac is
plotted versus its R magnitude. The line in Figure 3 rep-
resents the unweighted linear least-squares Ðt to the data.
With a slope of 0.068 and correlation coefficient 0.741, this

FIG. 3.ÈThe V [R color of BL Lac as a function of its R magnitude.
The line represents the unweighted linear least-squares Ðt to the data
excluding data from July 10 with correla-(Vint[R\ 0.068R[ 0.323
tion coefficient\ 0.741). A similar relationship is found for vs.V [RintR with correlation coefficient\ 0.732).(V [Rint \ 0.070V [ 0.388

linear Ðt supports the trend, apparent with visual inspec-
tion, that BL Lac became bluer as it brightened. (The same
result is obtained when the R magnitudes are interpolated
to the times of the V exposures and the computed V [R
colors are plotted versus V magnitude.) This result is consis-
tent with the contribution of a larger fraction of total light
by the underlying galaxy (relatively redder) when the Ñaring
component (relatively bluer) is fainter. It is not clear
whether the color of the Ñaring component varies or not.

4.3. Contribution of the Host Galaxy to the Microvariability
Cellone, Romero, & Combi (2000) warn that varying

seeing conditions may result in spurious microvariations in
the light curve of an AGN embedded in a host galaxy.
These spurious variations would be caused by the changing
contribution of the host galaxy within the aperture used for
photometry as seeing conditions changed. They suggest
that the data reduction methods often employed in micro-
variability studies to eliminate the e†ects of seeing varia-
tions, though validated in a study of MCG ]8-11-11 by
Carini et al. (1991), may not work in other situations.
Cellone et al. have rather convincingly shown that the

TABLE 4

NIGHTLY AND OVERALL MEAN COLORS FOR BL LACERTAE AND THE CHECK STARS, WITH THEIRVint[R
STANDARD DEVIATIONS (p)

BL LAC C2 C3 C4

NIGHT NUMBER Vint[R p Vint[R p Vint[R p Vint[R p

Jul 3 . . . . . . . . 13 0.657 0.030 0.430 0.024 0.418 0.046 0.642 0.023
Jul 4 . . . . . . . . 15 0.656 0.017 0.424 0.011 0.410 0.034 0.646 0.011
Jul 10 . . . . . . 5 0.536 0.113 0.376 0.090 0.690 0.429 0.709 0.218
Jul 14 . . . . . . 15 0.585 0.024 0.437 0.016 0.432 0.048 0.648 0.012
Jul 15 . . . . . . 27 0.595 0.010 0.433 0.015 0.425 0.035 0.639 0.015
Jul 16 . . . . . . 14 0.604 0.021 0.429 0.016 0.396 0.092 0.638 0.018
Jul 24 . . . . . . 13 0.613 0.033 0.436 0.017 0.422 0.081 0.652 0.030
Jul 25 . . . . . . 10 0.603 0.022 0.441 0.010 0.421 0.045 0.644 0.021
Jul 29 . . . . . . 38 0.559 0.029 0.445 0.016 0.401 0.055 0.647 0.025
All . . . . . . . . . . 150 0.601 0.046 0.437 0.025 0.426 0.102 0.651 0.043
Gooda . . . . . . 145 0.599 0.042 0.436 0.017 0.414 0.056 0.644 0.020

a Excludes data from July 10.
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microvariations they observed for PKS 2316[423 on a
nonphotometric night were due to varying seeing condi-
tions, despite the fact that the comparison stars did not
exhibit such spurious variations. This conclusion was based
on the remarkable similarity of the light curve for the AGN,
the light curve of another galaxy in the same Ðeld, and the
variations as a function of time of the FWHM of the stellar
point-spread function (PSF).

They further investigated such seeing-induced variations
using computer models of AGN embedded in host galaxies.
They found that larger seeing-induced variations were
detected when smaller apertures were used for the photo-
metry and when the host was fainter than the AGN. Fur-
thermore, their Ðndings suggest that larger seeing-induced
variations are expected when the host is an elliptical,
instead of a spiral, galaxy. One of their models showed
variations of D0.2 mag caused by varying seeing condi-
tions, with the FWHM of the PSF varying from toD1A.6

The intranight variations observed for BL Lac inD6A.6.
1997 July were of comparable amplitude, ranging from
0.103 to 0.535 mag, and averaging 0.250 mag. It is thus
prudent to investigate the contribution of variable seeing
conditions to the microvariability detected for BL Lac
during these observations.

BL Lac is imbedded in an elliptical host galaxy (Wurtz,
Stocke, & Yee 1996) having an integrated magnitude of
R\ 15.55^ 0.02 (Scarpa et al. 2000). The embedded point
source was found by Scarpa et al. (2000) to have a magni-
tude of R\ 13.58^ 0.05. The mean R magnitude for BL
Lac was found to be R\ 13.54 for the 1997 July obser-
vations reported here. This includes the contribution of the
host within a 5 pixel radius aperture. For an AGN that(6A.2)
is 2 mag brighter than its host galaxy, Cellone et al. (2000)
recommend using an aperture with a radius no smaller than

(equal to 2 pixels with their telescope/detector system,1A.6
and equal to D1.3 pixels with ours). Thus, the aperture used
in this study is much larger than that recommended by
Cellone et al. (2000) to limit seeing-induced spurious varia-
tions to less than 0.01 mag for 1@@ changes in the FWHM of
the PSF. Because spurious variations are reduced with the
use of larger apertures in the photometry, they are expected
to have an even smaller e†ect these observations.

An excellent means of determining if seeing conditions
inÑuenced the observed microvariations of BL Lac would
be to compare observations made during the same time
period by observers at di†erent locales, but no such obser-
vations were found in the literature. Another excellent test
would be to measure the magnitude of another galaxy in the
same Ðeld, as was done by Cellone et al. (2000) in their study
of PKS 2316[423. Unfortunately, no such galaxy shared
the CCD frame with BL Lac. Therefore, to examine the
inÑuence of variable seeing conditions on the observed
microvariability of BL Lac, only the FWHM of the stellar
PSF of the check stars could be examined and compared to
the light curves of BL Lac.

In Figure 4, the FWHM of the stellar PSF of check star
C2 is shown as a function of time. Figure 4 is plotted to the
same horizontal scale as Figure 1, allowing comparison of
the magnitude variations of BL Lac with the seeing condi-
tions. On most nights, the FWHM of the PSF varied by 1@@
or less. (Recall that 1 On two nights, thepixel\ 1A.23.)
FWHM varied by slightly more than It is interesting to1A.5.
note that the seeing conditions improved (the FWHM
decreased) with each night of observations beginning July

FIG. 4.ÈFWHM of the stellar PSF for check star C2 as a function of
time. The time axis is the same as in Fig. 1, again for ease of comparison
with the light curves.

15, while the mean magnitude of BL Lac increased. This is
the type of trend that is expected for seeing-induced varia-
tions ; a smaller PSF will allow a larger contribution of the
host galaxy in the aperture for photometry. However, the
magnitude varies much more than expected for seeing-
induced variations, according to the work of Cellone et al.
(2000). (The FWHM decreased by D0.5 pixels [D0A.6]
from July 15 to July 29, while the brightness increased by
R\ D1.1 mag.) This trend from night to night is therefore
attributed to coincidence. In fact, close inspection reveals
that the intranight brightness variations are not correlated
with the FWHM variations. For example, on July 3 there is
no correlation between the erratically varying FWHM and
the smoothly varying brightness of BL Lac.

The R magnitude of BL Lac was plotted as a function of
the FWHM of the stellar PSF of comparison star C2 in
Figure 5. The relationship noted above is evident in this
Ðgure. That is, there appears to be an increase in the bright-
ness of BL Lac as the FWHM of the PSF decreases from
one night to another. However, not a single nightÏs data

FIG. 5.ÈR magnitude of BL Lac as a function of the FWHM of check
star C2Ïs stellar PSF. A linear Ðt to the data gives R\ 0.700
FWHM] 11.490 with correlation coefficient of 0.528. This correlation is
attributed to the improvement in seeing conditions from the Ðrst part of
the month to the later part of the month, over which time BL Lac coin-
cidentally brightened.
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FIG. 6.ÈChange in the R magnitude of BL Lac as a function of the
change in the FWHM of check star C2Ïs stellar PSF. *R represents the
di†erences in successive R magnitudes Similarly,(*R

i
\R

i`1 [ R
i
).

*FWHM represents the di†erences in successive FWHM values
\ Values for *R and *FWHM that(*FWHM

i
FWHM

i`1 [ FWHM
i
).

spanned 2 nights of observing were discarded. No correlation is seen
(*R\ [0.004*FWHM[ 0.002, with correlation coefficient \ [0.021).

follow this trend (note especially the data for July 14). In
fact, each individual nightÏs data argue that seeing in no
way has a†ected the computed magnitudes of BL Lac.

As an additional check for a correlation between intra-
night brightness variations and seeing conditions, the
change in the R magnitude of BL Lac from one exposure to
the next was plotted in Figure 6 as a function of the change
in the FWHM of the stellar PSF from one exposure to the
next. Changes from one night of observing to another are

FIG. 7.ÈChange in the R magnitude as a function of the change in the
V magnitude of BL Lac. As in Fig. 6, *R represents the di†erences in
successive R magnitudes Thus, *V represents the dif-(*R

i
[ R

i`1 [ R
i
).

ferences in successive V magnitudes Values for *R and(*V
i
\V

i`1 [ V
i
).

*V that spanned two nights of observing were discarded. Here, a corre-
lation is seen (*R\ 0.714*V ] 0.002 with correlation coefficient\
0.679).

not included. No correlation is seen in Figure 6 (correlation
coefficient\ [0.02).

For contrast, consider a similar plot looking for a
correlation between variations in the R and V magnitudes
of BL Lac. In Figure 7, the change in the R magnitude of
BL Lac from one exposure to the next is plotted as a func-
tion of the change in the V magnitude from one exposure to
the next. (The V magnitudes were interpolated to the times
of the R exposures before the change in V magnitude was
computed.) Here a correlation is evident (correlation coeffi-
cient \0.68).

5. SUMMARY

BL Lac was observed on 11 nights in 1997 July for micro-
variability, following a signiÐcant outburst. It exhibited
nearly constant variability, at one point brightening at a
rate of D0.3 mag hr~1. The nightly changes in brightness
ranged from D0.1 to D0.5 mag. On a few nights, small-
amplitude (D0.1ÈD0.2 mag), short-duration (D0.5ÈD1.0
hour) events were superposed on the overall nightly trends.

This observed microvariability is intrinsic to the source,
as determined by a rigorous check for correlations between
variability and seeing conditions. However, a trend was
observed for BL Lac to brighten as the seeing conditions
improved from night to night, though the amplitude of the
brightness variation is much greater than expected for
seeing-induced variations based on the models of Cellone et
al. (2000). This observed night-to-night trend is therefore
attributed to coincidence. (The trend only applies to the
observations from July 15 to 29.)

It was further found that BL Lac became bluer as it
brightened, consistent with the host galaxyÏs making a
greater relative contribution to the brightness when the
AGN is fainter. It is unclear whether the AGN itself exhibits
such color variations. In future work, the color of the
embedded blazar will be examined for variability after we
have carefully assessed the contribution of the underlying
galaxy.
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